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Spherical Harmonics Microwave Algorithm
for Shape and Location Reconstruction

of Breast Cancer Tumor
Magda El-Shenawee*, Senior Member, IEEE, and Eric L. Miller, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A reconstruction algorithm to simultaneously esti-
mate the shape and location of three-dimensional breast cancer
tumor is presented and its utility is analyzed. The approach is
based on a spherical harmonic decomposition to capture the shape
of the tumor. We combine a gradient descent optimization method
with a direct electromagnetic solver to determine the coefficients
in the harmonic expansion as well as the coordinates of the center
of the tumor. The results demonstrate the potential advantage of
collecting data using a multiple-view/tomographic-type strategy.
We show how the order of the harmonic expansion must be
increased to capture increasingly “irregularly” shaped tumors
and explore the resulting increase in the central processing unit
(CPU) time required by the algorithm. Our approach shows
accurate reconstruction of the tumor image regardless of the
source polarization. This work demonstrates the promise of the
algorithm when used on data corrupted with Gaussian noise and
when perfect knowledge of the tumor electrical properties is not
available.

Index Terms—Breast cancer imaging, electromagnetic scat-
tering, shape reconstruction problems, steepest descent gradient
method.

I. INTRODUCTION

PROMISING results concerning the use of microwave
imaging for early detection of breast cancer have been

reported recently in the literature [1]–[8] where the potential
for resolving tumors as small as 5 mm has been demonstrated.
However, the existing systems still suffer from major limita-
tions which present considerable challenges toward moving this
technology into the clinic. One such challenge is the difficulty
in distinguishing between responses of benign and malignant
tumors. As discussed in [5] and [9], some benign tumors may
also have high water content and could produce a scattering
response similar to that generated by malignant tumors. For-
tunately, benign and malignant tumors differ significantly in
shape as demonstrated in [10, Ch. 21, Fig. 2], in which it shows
the shape of an adenoma (a benign glandular tumor) and an
adenocarcenoma (a malignant glandular tumor). As discussed
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in [10], there are many forms that such tumors may take;
however, that figure illustrates schematically types that might
be found in the breast. As demonstrated in [10], the benign
tumors tend to have smooth spherical shape while malignant
tumors tend to have irregular nonspherical shapes due to the
random and invasive nature of malignant cells growth.

As second challenge associated with the use of microwave
imaging concerns the nature of the problem to be solved. When
used to recover a fine scale, voxelated or tessellated representa-
tion of the breast, typical inverse methods must solve a highly
ill-posed, nonlinear inverse problem. As indicated in the pre-
vious paragraph, for the breast imaging problem however, one
may not be so interested in such an image, but rather in re-
trieving from the data information directly related to the shape of
the tumor. As shown in [11], such information can in fact be cap-
tured using far few parameters than is required in a voxel-based
reconstruction thereby resulting in an inverse problem that is in
a sense easier to solve.

The current work provides an investigation of an efficient mi-
crowave algorithm to simultaneously reconstruct the shape and
location of breast tumors using near incident waves that prop-
agate into the breast tissue and scatter due to the presence of a
tumor. The scattered fields are received in the near-zone at all
polarizations using several point receivers [12].

The preliminary results of the current study are intended
to address several key issues regarding using the microwave
imaging techniques to reconstruct the shape and location of
breast tumor. The results presented here are obtained using a
two-region simplified model of the breast that consists of the
healthy breast tissue and the tumor tissue. A perfect matching
medium surrounding the breast with the same electrical proper-
ties of breast tissue is assumed here to minimize the reflection
from air/breast skin interface [3], [6], [13]. Also the skin thick-
ness of the breast will not be accounted for in the presented
model [13]. On the other hand, the breast inhomogeneity, due
to the presence of fat and glandular tissue, will require imple-
menting a fast forward solver capable of computing scattered
fields from inhomogeneous medium (e.g., the fast multipole
multilevel method), which is not the focus of this work but will
be the emphasis of a separate investigation.

The irregular shape of the three-dimensional (3-D) tumor is
modeled using the spherical harmonics technique similar to the
work by Garboczi, in which aggregates in concrete were simu-
lated using the spherical harmonic functions [14]. Fig. 1 shows
the configuration of the two-region breast model assuming the
patient is lying prone.
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Fig. 1. (a) Front view of the 3-D breast two-region model. (b) Top view to
show the locations of the point sources and receivers. (c) Top view to show the
multiple-view strategy (i.e., rotation from View 1 to View 2, etc).

A variety of algorithms for imaging have been developed for
two-dimensional (2-D) or 3-D dielectric, conducting or perfect
electric conducting objects (PEC) in both the time- and fre-
quency-domains [15]–[37]. The frequency-domain algorithms
generally estimate either the electrical properties of the object
(i.e., the real and imaginary parts of the relative permittivity)
[16]–[30], or the shape and/or location of the object (assuming
an a priori knowledge of its dielectric constants) [31], [32].
Most of the published frequency-domain work for shape recon-
struction is focused on 2-D PEC or dielectric objects [33]–[35],
with few exploring 3-D shape reconstruction of PEC objects
[37], in which the object location was a priori assumed known.

The focus of the current work is to simultaneously reconstruct
the shape and location of 3-D dielectric lossy objects of arbitrary
shape and location immersed in lossy medium. The basic idea
here is to implement a steepest descent gradient technique to
minimize a cost functional searching for the shape and location
parameters of a tumor present in normal breast tissue. The inci-
dent fields are calculated in the near-zone based on the model of
point current source given in [38], while the scattered fields are
also computed in the near-zone using the method of moments
(MoM) upon computing the surface currents [39].

The flowchart of the presented imaging algorithm is shown
in Fig. 2 and will be discussed in Section II. In Section III, the
numerical results will demonstrate the advantage of using the
multiple-view strategy that indeed improves the convergence of
the imaging algorithm towards the true tumor. We believe that
this strategy helps the algorithm to avoid being trapped in local
minima similar to the advantage of using the frequency-hopping
strategy [17]. The algorithm will also be tested on corrupted
synthetic data using additive white Gaussian noise [26].

As shown in Fig. 2, the algorithm requires calling the forward
solver many times to numerically calculate the gradient of the
cost function with respect to each shape and location parameter.
This represents a major computational disadvantage for inverse

scattering problems especially for recovering large number of
parameters. In particular, if the dielectric constant at each pixel
in the breast is to be estimated to reconstruct the image of the
tumor; using this algorithm will require excessive central pro-
cessing unit (CPU) time. The advantage here is that the tumor’s
irregular shape can be modeled using few parameters based on
the spherical harmonic functions. The disadvantage is the need
for a priori assumption of the electrical properties of the breast
and tumor tissue. The results demonstrated the potential of the
algorithm when a perfect knowledge of the tumor’s properties
is not available; however, imperfect knowledge of breast tissue
properties will lead to imperfect matching with the surrounding
medium and it will cause unwanted reflections from the breast.

II. FORMULATIONS

As mentioned earlier, we assume that the breast is surrounded
by a perfectly matching medium, the normal breast tissue is
homogeneous except for the tumor tissue, and the breast skin
thickness is ignored [3], [6], [13]. In this scenario, the electro-
magnetic waves will scatter only due to the presence of a tumor
inside the breast. The reconstruction algorithm presented here
involves combining two techniques; the forward solver to calcu-
late the scattered fields (i.e., the direct method) and an optimiza-
tion technique based on the steepest descent gradient method for
minimizing a cost functional (i.e., the error function) [40]–[42].
Due to the small size of the scatterer (i.e., the breast tumor) in
the current model, the MoM is considered a reasonable method
for the forward solver since we need only solve for the surface
currents on the tumor. A brief discussion of the incident, scat-
tered, tumor model, and the algorithm will be given here.

A. Near-Field Solution for the Incident Wave

The model of a current point source located at the
origin and directed in the direction is given by

[38], where and are the
amplitude and the angular frequency of the current source,
respectively. This source produces near fields at point given
by [38]

(1a)

(1b)

(1c)

where are the spherical coordinate system of point
and is the propagation constant of the wave. The
permeability and permittivity of the medium are and

, respectively, where and are the permeability and
permittivity of the free space. For a lossy medium, the relative
permittivity is complex given by , where is
the conductivity of the medium. This source also represents an
infinitesimal dipole aligned in the direction where the effect of
changing its direction to the or directions will be investigated
in Section III.
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the inversion algorithm.

B. Forward Scattering Model

The electric fields scattered from the tumor are calculated
using the MoM which involves discretizing the tumor surface

into patches using the RWG triangular patches (Raw, Wilton,
Glisson) [39]. Upon applying the boundary conditions, arrive
at a linear system of equations to be solved to obtain the un-
known electric and magnetic surface current coefficients .
The system of equations is given by [39]

(2)

The impedance matrix incorporates the interactions be-
tween elements on the tumor surface and the vector repre-
sents the tangential components of the incident electric and nor-
malized magnetic fields on the tumor surface obtained from (1).
A brief summary of the formulations is given in Appendix A.

C. Spherical Harmonic Model

We used the spherical harmonic functions to model the irreg-
ular shape of the tumor where the radius at each point on the
tumor surface is a function of the spherical angles and [14].
This model is restricted to star convex objects, which implies
that any line segment from the center of the star to the surface
is contained inside the object [43]. The radius is given
as [14]

(3a)

in which are the harmonic coefficients and the function
is the spherical harmonic function given by [14]

(3b)

The functions are the associated Legendre functions
which are a set of orthogonal polynomials of order . The radius

will be rewritten here as (see Appendix B)

(3c)

where represent the spherical harmonic coeffi-
cients to be retrieved to reconstruct the shape of the 3-D object.
These new coefficients have the constraints that and

, for , to insure generating a 3-D object of
a main radius added to it several harmonics of radii . Notice
that the 3-D object becomes exactly a sphere of radius when
all other coefficients are zeros (i.e., , for ).

D. Reconstruction Algorithm

The basic idea is to use a gradient-based optimization
technique to search for the unknown coefficients for

, and the tumor center coordinates .
The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. The initial
guess of the object is assumed a sphere. The initial guesses of
the radius and location are obtained using uniformly distributed
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

random numbers generated between the upper and lower limits
of radius and location. These limits are realistically defined by
the location of the source/receivers around the breast as shown
in Fig. 1. An appropriate cost function to be minimized is de-
fined by the error between the measurement and the simulated
fields given by

(4a)

in which, and represent the scattered complex
electric fields obtained from measurement (synthetic data) and
simulated data, respectively. The subscript represents the re-
ceiver’s number, where is the total number of point receivers.
The vector represents the unknown parameters to be esti-
mated. The number of elements in vector varies according
to the chosen number of spherical harmonic functions in (3c).
The cost function in (4a) is to be minimized until an acceptable
error is achieved.

A rapid steepest descent optimization approach, developed by
Fletcher and Powell [41], [42], is implemented to minimize the
cost function . The estimated vector is obtained as

(4b)

in which the elements of the unknown vector will be restricted
to an upper and lower bound constraints which will be a priori
provided . The basic form of the iterative
inversion technique (without the constraints) is given by [41],
[42]

(4c)

in which is the iteration number, is a small enough positive
scalar value represents the step at iteration , and the vector
is the vector that minimizes the quadratic equation [41],
[42]

(4d)

in which is the real domain, is the gradient of
the cost function , and the matrix contains the true cur-
vature information for the feasible region and can be regarded as
a reduced inverse Hessian matrix [41], [42]. Equations (4) show
that reconstructing the 3-D tumor requires solving the forward
problem large number of times, either to compute at each
receiver in (4a) or to compute the gradient in (4d)
with respect to each parameter of vector . Calculating the gra-
dient is a key computational issue of this algorithm, which is
implemented here using the forward finite difference approxi-
mations [44]. The shape of the 3-D tumor becomes more irreg-

ular upon increasing the number of spherical harmonics in (3c),
leading to increase in the required CPU time as will be demon-
strated in Section III.

III. NUMERICAL RESEULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the efficiency of the algorithm
using several numerical examples. Several point sources and re-
ceivers are located around the breast, as shown in Fig. 1. In all
examples presented here, the sources and receivers are trans-
mitting or receiving waves from four views around the breast
described as (with cm).

1) View 1: cm and cm cm.
2) View 2: cm and cm cm.
3) View 3: cm and cm cm.
4) View4: cm and cm cm.

In all results presented here, the source frequency is assumed
6 GHz. Based on several numerical examples, it is observed that
a maximum number of iterations ranging from 30 to 50 per view
is reasonable. In this work, the upper and lower constraints on
the object location are: cm cm, cm

cm, cm cm, while the constraints on the
object’s radii are: cm cm, ,

(noting that has no units, see (3c)). The amplitude of
the point current source in (1) is and is aligned in the

direction unless otherwise is stated [38]. All computations are
conducted using the HP DS25 (COMPAQ ALPHA) EV68/1000
MHz server. The examples considered here are summarized in
Table I.

1) Algorithm Strategy: The flowchart of the algorithm is
shown in Fig. 2 and it proceeds as follows: 1) the initial guesses
of tumor radius and position are generated randomly with as-
suming the tumor as a sphere by setting all harmonic coeffi-
cients to zero; 2) the point sources and receivers are arranged
according to View 1 shown in Fig. 1(b); 3) the algorithm is exe-
cuted for certain number of iterations (30–50 iterations per view
in this work); 4) the cost function is updated at each iteration;
5) pairs are rotated to View 2, as shown in Fig. 1(c), is uti-
lized with updating the initial guess from the results obtained
in View 1. This mechanism is repeated using View 3 and View
4. This reconstruction algorithm represents a “marching on in
view” technique.

The true tumor is generated in all cases using 360 RWG
patches and 182 surface nodes; however, the reconstruction
algorithm is set to use only 270 RWG patches and 137 nodes in
generating the reconstructed tumor in each inversion iteration.
This implies that using different MoM discretization and dif-
ferent numbers of the spherical harmonics render the synthetic
data to be non-ideal and more realistic.
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Fig. 3. Cost function versus iteration number when simultaneously using all sources and receivers (solid-line), using marching on sources and but simultaneous use
of all receivers (dashed-line), and marching on both sources and receivers (dotted–dashed line). Object is a sphere immersed in air (four unknowns r ; x ; y ; z ),
with random initial guess as: (a) 1.225, 6.865, 9,�11.5 cm, (b) 0.443, 12.3, 6.34,�6.5 cm, (c) 3.57, 8.05, 9.1,�7 cm, and (d) 0.77, 11.3, 8.4,�14.4 cm. Parameters
of the true sphere for r ; x ; y , and ; z are 2.5, 7.5, 6.35, and �10 cm, respectively.

2) Marching on in Views versus Simultaneous Views: The
use of a gradient descent approach brings with it a host of dif-
ficulties in terms of local minima. Global methods which avoid
these problems (in theory) are well studied but still rather in-
tensive. Reports in the literature indicate that various methods
of cycling through the data can help avoid local minima while
still allowing us to employ the relatively straightforward gra-
dient descent optimization method. Here we seek to understand
through experiments the merits of these choices in the context
of the breast imaging problem at hand.

In this example, we examine three options of inverting data
collected using point transmitters/receivers (T/R) located around
the target. For simplicity, a sphere of radius 2.5 cm and relative
dielectric constant immersed in air will be used
as the target. The true sphere is located at cm,

cm, and cm. The resolution of the point
locations is 0.468 cm in the - or directions and 0.625 cm
in the direction as described earlier. These three options are
summarized as follows.

• Option 1 is to simultaneously invert using data collected
from all pairs, i.e., using pairs
located at all four views (solid line in Fig. 3).

• Option 2 is to invert data collected using 1088 sources lo-
cated at View 1 and receiving simultaneously at all

receiver located at all four views. Then use
the rotated 1088 sources at View 2 and simultaneously re-
ceive at all 4352 receiver located at all four views, etc.
The parameters estimated using the sources at View 1 are
used as initial guess for the rotated sources at View 2, etc.,
(dashed-line in Fig. 3).

• Option 3 is to invert data collected using only 1088
pairs at a time, where the sources are located at View 1
and the receivers are located at the opposite side (View 3).
This means that 1088 pairs are used for 30 iterations
and then rotated simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 1, etc.,
(dotted–dashed line in Fig. 3).

In Fig. 3(a)–(d), four randomly generated initial guess of
the sphere radius and location are presented
as: (1.225, 6.865, 9, 11 cm) in Fig. 3(a), (0.443, 12.3, 6.34,

6.5 cm) in Fig. 3(b), (3.57, 8.05, 9.1, 7 cm) in Fig. 3(c), and
(0.77, 11.3, 8.4, 14.4 cm) in Fig. 3(d).

The results of Fig. 3 show the potential of the algorithm to
invert data based on options 2 and 3. Sometimes a temporary in-
crease in the error function is observed upon changing the view;
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Fig. 4. Arbitrary shape tumor generated using seven unknowns, (a) the normalized cost function using seven and five parameters in the reconstruction, as shown
in (b) and (c), respectively. The nonspherical true tumor has r = 2 cm.

however, ultimately it reduces and convergence is achieved. The
reconstructed spheres show very good agreement with the true
one (not presented here). It seems that this strategy helps the al-
gorithm to avoid being trapped in local minima similar to the
advantage of using the frequency-hopping strategy [17]. Based
on these results, we have adopted the strategy of marching on in
view (Option 3) in the remainder of this work.

3) Reconstruction of Arbitrary Shape and Location: In all
remainder examples, the two-region model of the breast with
an immersed tumor will be used. In Example 2, the true tumor
is generated using seven unknown coefficients including four
spherical harmonics and three unknowns for the center location

. At 6 GHz, the healthy and malignant breast tissues
are assumed to have relative dielectric constants of
and , respectively, [5]. At this frequency, the wavelength
in breast tissue is approximately 1.6 cm. The true tumor is non-
spherical, as shown in Fig. 4 with true parameters as cm,

, , [see (3c)] and true loca-
tion at cm, cm, cm. Sev-
eral initial guesses are successfully examined; however, the spe-
cific initial guesses in Fig. 4 are cm, cm,

cm, cm with all higher order harmonic co-
efficients initially set to zeros . The recon-
structed tumor is obtained using seven unknowns in Fig. 4(b)
and five unknowns in Fig. 4(c). The true tumor is shown in black
and the reconstructed tumor is shown in gray. The normalized
cost function is plotted in Fig. 4(a) for both cases showing the re-
duction in the error upon increasing the inversion iterations. The
results show good agreement between the reconstructed and true
tumor in both cases. The CPU time required for reconstructing
the tumor in Fig. 4(b) and (c) is 12–13 h.

To show the capability of the algorithm in reconstructing
smaller tumors, the same data of Fig. 4 are used in Figs. 5 and
6 but for tumors with cm in Fig. 5 and mm in
Fig. 6. As shown in the flow chart of Fig. 2, the convergence
of the algorithm could be achieved if the change in the cost
function is less than a tolerance of or if the
maximum number of iterations is reached (50 in this example).
The results of Figs. 5 and 6 show the potential of the algorithm
in reconstructing smaller tumors.

Example 3 will demonstrate the reconstruction of a tumor
of more irregular shape, as shown in Fig. 7. The true tumor is
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Fig. 5. Same data of Fig. 4 but for smaller tumor with r = 1 cm.

generated using thirteen parameters with true values as:
cm, , , , ,

, , , ,
[see (3c)] and location at cm, cm,

cm. The reconstruction is based on using four parameters
in Fig. 7(b) (i.e., a sphere), seven parameters in Fig. 7(c), and
thirteen parameters in Fig. 7(d).

Notice that the cost function associated with the thirteen-pa-
rameter reconstruction is smaller than that of the four or the
seven-parameter reconstructions. Also, as expected using the
thirteen parameters in the reconstruction potentially provides
more accurate reconstruction of the tumor shape. It is interesting
to observe that in this example when the reconstruction has been
initially attempted for the thirteen parameters; no convergence
was achieved. However, when the reconstruction was conducted
using four parameters (i.e., a sphere) and then using the esti-
mated values of as initial guess for the thirteen un-
known reconstruction; a good agreement with the true tumor is
obtained as shown in Fig. 7(d). It is observed that initially using
only four unknowns in the reconstruction leads to accurate esti-
mation of the location , while reiterating the algorithm
using more parameters leads to more accurate reconstruction of

the shape upon comparing Fig. 7(d) with Fig. 7(b). This conclu-
sion is consistent with the work by Tortel and Saillard in [37].
The total CPU time for Fig. 7(b) is 24 h, for Fig. 7(c) is 21 h,
and for Fig. 7(d) is 22 h [without including the CPU time re-
quired for Fig. 7(b)].

4) Imperfect Knowledge of Tumor’s Electrical Properties: In
all examples presented earlier, the complex dielectric constant
of the tumor is a priori assumed known. The effect of imper-
fect knowledge of the tumor’s electrical properties is examined
in Example 4. The true value of the tumor’s complex dielec-
tric constant at 6 GHz, as used to generate all synthetic data,
is [5]. The true tumor generated using seven
unknowns and reconstructed using five unknowns of Example
2 (Fig. 4) is used here. The relative error in the estimated pa-
rameters is expressed as , where
represents the norm-2, represents the estimated vector param-
eters of the reconstructed tumor and represents the true
vector parameters. This error is plotted in Fig. 8(a) versus the
error in the tumor’s complex dielectric constant . In this ex-
ample, has a length of seven while has a length of five
(see Fig. 4), therefore, zero padding is used to make the two vec-
tors of equal lengths (i.e., and are assumed zeros in ).
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Fig. 6. Same data of Fig. 4, but for smaller tumor with r = 5 mm.

The zero value in the axis of in Fig. 8(a) represents the per-
fect knowledge of the true dielectric constant (similar to Fig. 4),
while the positive or the negative values of implies imperfect
knowledge with larger or smaller values of the true , respec-
tively. Notice that a relative error in the reconstruction 17%
(in the vertical-axis) is associated with the zero error in . This
can be explained by the fact that the reconstruction is based on
using only five parameters instead of seven parameters which
causes an error of only 7%. The results of Fig. 8(b) and (c) show
that the algorithm has a potential of providing good reconstruc-
tion of the tumor with uncertainty in its dielectric constant up
to 20% which implies that for the 20% error
and for the 20% error. This can be explained
by the fact that even with 20% error in , still there is a large
contrast between the electrical properties of the tumor and the
surrounding medium [5].

5) Effect of Source Polarization: In all results presented in
this section, the current source is assumed in the -direction
as given in (1) which is in the vertical-direction (see Fig. 1).

When the current source is oriented horizontally, it will be in
the direction at View 1 and View 3, and in the direction
at View 2 and View 4 (see Fig. 1). Example 5 shows the re-
construction of a new tumor that has a dimension in the di-
rection larger than the dimensions in the – cross section, as
shown in Fig. 9. The true tumor is generated using ten param-
eters with true values as: cm, , ,

, , , [see (3c)]
and location at cm, cm, cm.
In this particular example, when all ten parameters of the orig-
inal tumor are attempted to be recovered using random initial
guesses, a convergence to the true parameters has been achieved
only when vertical current sources are used. No advantage is ob-
served when data of both vertical and horizontal current sources
are used simultaneously. On the other hand, when starting the
reconstruction assuming the tumor is a sphere and then using the
recovered four parameters as initial guess to re-reconstruct the
irregular tumor, both source polarizations provide good image
reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 9(b) and (c), respectively. This
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Fig. 7. Arbitrary shape tumor generated using thirteen parameters, (a) the normalized cost function using four parameters (i.e., a sphere) in the reconstruction as
shown in (b), seven parameters in the reconstruction, as shown in 7(c), and 13 parameters in the reconstruction, as shown in (d). The true r is 1.75 cm.

observation is consistent with the results of Fig. 7 and with the
work by Tortel and Saillard in [37]. Notice that Fig. 9(a) shows
a monotonic decrease in the cost function when vertical sources
are used, except for View 2 where a slight increase is observed,
which is not the case for the horizontal case. The later case
shows a cost function error of 2.5% at View 1 compared with
7.9% at View 4, leading to insignificant improvement when the
image is reconstructed using the parameters recovered at View
1 instead of View4 (not presented here). Notice that all images
presented in this work are reconstructed using the parameters
recovered after four views. The results of Fig. 9(b) and (c) show
a slight improvement in the image when using vertical sources.

6) Random Noise Added to Synthetic Data: In Example
6, the synthetic data obtained at 6 GHz, are corrupted by
adding random Gaussian white noise. Several definitions
are considered in the literature concerning adding random
noise to synthetic data; however, we adopted the defini-
tion used in [26] where the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) is:

, where de-
notes the vector of the noiseless synthetic data and represents

a complex noise vector of length , where is the
number of views (four in this work) and is the number of
receivers at each view (1088 point receivers here). The real and
imaginary parts of the vector are generated by two indepen-
dent sequences of white Gaussian variables characterized by
zero mean and standard deviation . In the current work, sev-
eral values of ranging from 0.001 to 0.3 are examined which
gives SNR ranges from 39 to 5 dB. The true tumor used in
Example 2 (or Fig. 4) is also used here to investigate the effect
of adding Gaussian noise on the reconstruction accuracy. The
images in Fig. 10(a)–(d) show the potential of the algorithm to
reconstruct a tumor with data SNR , 19.8, 11.3, and
4.9 dB, respectively.

7) Data Contains Unknown Clutter: In Example 7, the back-
ground contains discrete clutters that randomly vary in size and
medium. A total of 23 small spheres are randomly generated
with different radii, locations and media, as shown in Fig. 11(a).
For simplicity, all interactions between these small scatterers
and with the tumor are ignored. The data in this example are
the same as in Fig. 6(c) with tumor’s main radius mm,
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Fig. 8. Imperfect knowledge of tumor’s electrical properties. (a) Relative error in reconstruction versus relative error in tumor’s complex dielectric constant.
(b) Reconstruction using dielectric constant "̂ = 40� j8 in the algorithm (i.e., �20% error). (c) Reconstruction using "̂ = 60� j14:4 in the algorithm (i.e.,
+20% error). True value for the tumor is " = 50� j12 and the same data of Example 2 (or Fig. 4).

for the background and for the
tumor.

The relative dielectric constant of the first 15 small spheres
randomly ranges from 6 to 15 for the real part and from 0.5
to 1.5 for the imaginary part. To increase the level of clutter,
an additional eight small spheres are added to the background
with the real and imaginary parts randomly range from 5 to 40
and from 1.5 to 11, respectively. The maximum radius among
all small spheres is almost 5.22% of the tumor’s main radius

and it occurs in the first set, while it is almost 3.73% in the
additional set of eight spheres.

The data of the scattered electric fields due to the tumor and
the clutter are inverted assuming that the clutter is unknown.
The normalized cost functional is plotted in Fig. 11(b) for three
cases; without clutter [same as Fig. 6(c)] and with clutter of 15
and 23 small spheres are present in the background. The recon-
struction results for the clutter cases are plotted in Fig. 11(c)
and (d), respectively. The results in Fig. 11(c) show a reasonable
accuracy of the algorithm even with clutter in the background,

while the results in Fig. 11(d) show the deterioration in the ac-
curacy as the clutter level increases.

Although all the results presented in this section are based
on using 6 GHz; however, the algorithm has been successfully
tested upon combining information from several frequencies
ranging from 3 to 8 GHz using plane wave source (not presented
here). The results were consistent with those obtained using the
frequency hopping strategy [17].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an optimization algorithm to simultaneously re-
construct the shape and location of breast cancer tumors is de-
veloped and tested. The results suggest collecting data using
multiple views in the experiment to achieve the best possible
reconstruction of the tumor. The algorithm shows a potential of
good reconstruction of the tumor even when the synthetic data is
corrupted with random Gaussian noise. In addition, increasing
the number of spherical harmonics in the model leads to better
capturing of the tumor shape but it takes more CPU time.
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Fig. 9. Source polarizations; vertical sources in z direction and horizontal sources in x or y direction. (a) The normalized cost function versus iteration number
for vertical sources (solid-line) and horizontal sources (dashed–line). (b) Tumor image using vertical sources. (c) Tumor image using horizontal sources. Both true
and reconstructed tumor has 10 parameters. r = 1 cm.

Other challenges need to be investigated such as the breast in-
terior inhomogeneities, due to the fat and glandular tissue, and
the imperfect knowledge of normal breast tissue properties. Ad-
dressing these issues will help toward the use of this technique
to breast tumor imaging, which will be the focus of separate
work. Another issue is that too much time is required to produce
the images. This factor depends on the number of spherical har-
monics utilized to reconstruct the tumor as well as the level of
noise in the data. Parallel programming is one possible way to
speed up the algorithm.

APPENDIX A

The Poggio, Miller, Chang, Harrington, and Wu (the
PMCHW) equations are used for dielectric scatterers [39]. The
electric and magnetic surface currents are related

to the unknown vector coefficient through the conventional
MoM approximation given by [39]

(A1)
in which is the vector basis function and repre-
sents the electric and magnetic current coefficient vector, with
total number of current coefficients unknown equal to . The
normalization factor is the intrinsic impedance of the free
space. The impedance matrix is given by [39]

(A2)
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Fig. 10. Inverting data corrupted with Gaussian noise with SNR (a) 39.7 dB, (b) 19.8 dB, (c) 11.3 dB, and (d) 4.9 dB. Noiseless data are the same of Example 2
(or Fig. 4).

The operators , , , and are derived in [39] and given
by

(A3)

(A4)

in which the 3-D scalar Green’s function for region is
with the associated wave number

. The intrinsic impedances of the two regions are
and (i.e. the surrounding medium and the tumor), respec-

tively. The complex inner product between two vector functions
and is expressed by .

APPENDIX B

Upon truncating the infinite summation in (3a) as

(B1)

For simplicity, let

(B2)
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Fig. 11. Inverting data contains unknown clutter in the background, (a) clutter configuration, (b) normalized cost functional using five parameters with and without
clutter, (c) background contains 15 small spheres, and (d) background contains 23 small spheres. (same data of Fig. 6).

Upon substituting (3b) in (B2), we obtain

(B3)

For the radius to be real number, we use
in (B3). After some algebraic manipulations

noting that is a function of [14], we obtain

(B4)

Notice that choosing in (B1) provides up to fifteen
’s coefficients in (B4).
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